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This is an investor driven protocol to build generational 
wealth within crypto and NFTs. We are not going to promise 
returns of 100,000% on your investment, or an overnight 
10x.   We have taken our time in developing our business
model. After seeing what worked and what didn’t work in
the DeFi space, we decided to use what DOES work to solve
the biggest problem in most validator projects, speed of
acquisition. 

As many of you know, most validators make approximately 
4-15% a year.  It can take a long time to acquire more
assets with this kind of return.  With our plan, we are able to 
increase this rate of compounding by 8-10x. Investors can 
join us by purchasing an NFT during our minting period
which will be a limited time (Jan. 23, 2023 - April 30th,
2023). 

Our plan is to own as many proof-of-stake validators
as possible at the fastest rate ever seen in the DeFi/NFT 
space.  The Assets we are looking at acquiring are a mix of 
both blue-chip validators and validators with high upside. 
Our team is willing to listen to recommendations by 
investors on which validator node plays to go into, but the 
final decision will come down to the team.  
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If you are still reading this, this is where it gets juicy.  Most 
validator compounding projects rely directly on the 
validators to compound their assets at a slow 4-15% a year.  
That is great if you have 100s of validators and can make a 
nice steady return, but not ideal.  With our method we will 
be using a diverse series of both crypto and Forex bots that
will gain an approximate average of 10% a month.  
Some months will be low, possibly in the negative, and some 
months might be in the 25%+ range, but we feel using the 
number 10% a month over the course of a year is safe. 

80-90% of the initial NFT raise will go straight into our 
Accelerators.   This number isn’t set in stone, as the amount
we raise and market conditions at mint close will determine.
The initial investment into the Accelerator will always remain.  
I.E. if we have an initial raise of $250,000 we would be 
earning approximately $20,000-25,000 monthly to roll 
into validator nodes minus any development fees.

Accelerator general information and results will be accessible 
to view on both our website and Discord where you can see 
how much each accelerator earned for the month.  Those
earnings will then be rolled over and stored in the “Validator
Vault” for safe keeping until we’ve accumulated enough
to purchase a validator.
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What is a “Validator”?
A validator is a type of full node that participates in 
consensus to become responsible for verifying, voting, and
maintaining records of transactions.  After a block 
representing a transaction is created, the block is then sent 
to every participant (Validator) of the network. The 
validator validates the transactions and receives a reward 
for doing so. The block is then added to the existing 
blockchain. After that, the update gets distributed across 
the network, and the transaction gets completed. As you
can see, there is a given utility here. As long as the
blockchain for a specific validator exists, the validator will
be generating revenue. The adoption of crypto worldwide
is still low. As we begin to capture more users the potential
for growth and larger returns greatly increases.

The two frequently used validation protocols are
 Proof-of-Stake and Proof-of-Work. We are utilitizing
 Proof-of-Stake at ValiBots because it keeps the validator
“liquid” meaning we can unstake at any time and “take
profits” in a bull market. Another reason we chose to use
PoS validators is that there is minimal “sunk cost” 
meaning no hardware to buy and we don’t have to pay for 
the energy to run that hardware that eventually fails and
must be replaced. Simple is simply better! 
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With the ever-changing markets, what makes ValiBots so
special is that have a unique ability to take advantage of 
both Bull AND Bear markets.  During the bear markets is
when ValiBots expands and adds assets to the portfolio at
and increased rate because the cost of tokens is low. In
these times we may want to shift some rewards from the 
assets into the trading bots for an increased monthly profit
to acquire even more!

However, in the bull run is where we can contract. The peak 
of the market is NOT the time to acquire validator assets,
when their tokens are at the highest prices.  This is where we
may decide to “Liquidate” some of our assets, unstaking the
tokens and selling for huge profits.  We also have the profit
coming from the validations our portfolio is performing.
This is the point where we can airdrop to holders these
profits! (Still waiting on rulings from the SEC to make sure
we are in total compliance with reward distributions.)

Flexibility is key.  We didn’t want a project that only
succeeded part of the time and failed the rest of the time.
No matter what market we are faced with, ValiBots will be
producing revenue and will have a strategy benefitting the
entire business model.
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NFT Tiers

Deflationary nft

We will have two NFT Tiers.  ValiBots and ValiBots Nova.
Only ValiBots will be open for public purchase. ValiBots 
Nova will be used for project acquisition and giveaways. 
All of the NFTs will be valued the same rewards per 
assigned dollar value. NFTs will be on the Polygon Network. 
 
ValiBots: 100 $USDC - 1:1 original artwork for up to 10,000 
NFTs, revealed at various points. These will be minted on 
the Polygon and we recommend you
mint with a Metamask wallet. 
 
 ValiBots Nova: Project Acquisition
and giveaways. Limited Edition NFT 
with only one design, also to be 
minted on the Polygon Network.

100% of royalty fees from the secondary market will go 
back to sweeping the floor of or the ValiBots NFT’s and 
burning them. With less NFT’s in circulation, the rewards 
and value of the remaining NFT’s will continue to increase.  
Buybacks will only be done for the ValiBots NFTs and NOT
the ValiBots Nova NFTs.
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Our exclusive mint will be a limited period where we will not 
cap the sales.  It doesn’t matter whether we sell 500 NFTs or 
5,000, the business model works exactly the same.
That being said however, the more we mint, the better the 
accelerators will do at producing income to acquire assets.

During the mint period we will have one collection available
for public purchase as previously stated, and one for project
acquisitions and giveaways.  These NFTs will not be diluted 
and will all hold equal value to their respective dollar value 
amount. 

15% of the initial minted NFTs will go towards the team, 
development, and setup fees for the validators. 

The mint process will be exclusive to MetaMask. All ValiBots 
NFTs MUST be held in a MetaMask wallet to be able to 
receive any airdropped rewards when we get to the rewards 
distribution phase.

ValiBots ValiBots Nova
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We truly believe we have the hottest 2D comic style NFT
collection in the entire space.  We’re not another monkey
or ugly goblin or trendy stick figure.  We wanted to build
a brand around our art and showcase strong beautiful
and badass women that anyone would be proud to have 
as their profile picture!

However, having a great PFP is simply NOT enough utility
for us here at ValiBots which is why we have already and 
will continue to take our art higher.

We want to see the ValiBots find their way into video
games, film, music, wearables and we believe they have
an amazing story to tell...

                                    ...and tell a story we’ve begun to do!

We have already released our Prologue and first chapter
of “ValiBots: Rise of the Resistance” and we’ll continue 
releasing chapters each month with the end goal of 
turning this epic story into a motion comic, animated
series or a full production movie!

For now however, you can enjoy the written format in our
Discord server and the audio version on our YouTube 
channel!
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The second piece of our artwork roadmap is our venture
into the realm of gaming! As I write this, brand assets and 
characters are being deployed into the first-person-
shooter called “First Strike” by TheEgoVerse! These guys
have created one of, if not THE, best FPS in web3 and they
are only getting started!

The first map in the game is called “The Mall” in this mall
we already have our very own ValiBots branded store that
you can duck into for cover, heals and more ammo!  

Very shortly, we’ll have our four main characters: Vali,
Blaze, Nova and Echo 3D rendered into the game as 
playable skins! Now what’s cool for NFT holders is if you 
hold a ValiBots Nova NFT, you get access to play as Nova.
If you hold a ValiBots NFT, you can play as Vali or Blaze. 
Echo however, will be available for 
purchase in the First Strike shop!  

TheEgoverse will soon release the 
“Shop” where anyone, including 
non-holders, can purchase our skins 
and other in-game assets which then 
becomes another revenue source for 
ValiBots. All revenue earned from the shop will aid in 
sweeping and burning our floor to increase the floor price! 
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If you haven’t heard it yet, we also have a badass track
called “Time for War” written and performed by the 
incredible Nessy the Rilla. You can visit our YouTube 
to see a really cool lyric video that will take you deeper 
into the world of the ValiBots!

Besides our incredible lore, our integration into gaming,
our dope hip-hop title track and our gorgeous NFTs...
We also opened up our merch store.  We will be adding 
to that regularly as we update our designs!  You can access
the merch shop from our website and grab some ValiBots
swag! Any revenue generated from the merch shop, you
guessed it...goes to sweeping and burning the NFT floor!

From here, the sky is truly the limit.  We are already in 
talks with some web3 film production companies to
determine the best way to get our characters and lore into
film so more to come on that in the future!

Obviously we’ll be also looking at metaverse integrations
and we have a few other tricks up our sleeves we’re not 
quite ready to share yet!

Just remember, we aren’t just building an NFT collection,
but rather an entire brand around the ValiBots!
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Ron Burgundy known as the best news anchor in DeFi with his 
legendary voice and sharp crypto knowledge is the brains behind 
the operation. A family man and a business owner of 13+ years, 
Ron will implement business strategies into DeFi to crack the code 
and move to the broader crypto market. As one of the founders of 
Management of Defi, Ron has focused on bringing top notch 
security and development to the DeFi space.

Jeremy started in crypto back in 2017.  In December 2021 he 
found a little space called DeFi and decided to document his 
journey on Youtube and Twitter. Since getting involved he’s grown 
as an influencer and worked as a communications director for 
another project. Jeremy has been both self-employed running his 
own businesses and operated as a manager and sales trainer for a 
fortune 500 company. He is a husband of 16 years and father to 
three boys!

Ron Burgundy

Jeremy wilson

Degen John

Located in The United States Degen has a 
background in social media marketing, 
project management and community 
management. Degen has managerial  
and marketing experience of multiple 

projects and communities.  Degen has the 
experience and connections to help any and 

all Defi projects.

John is located in the USA and has been 
in crypto since 2017. He is an entrepreneur 

that has built and run a handful of his 
own companies. John was the founder of 

Node Society and a current Co-Founder of 
Management of DeFi where he focuses 

on Business Development, Risk Assessment, 
Project Management, and Security 

Development.
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Security and transparency are our top priority. Trust has 
been broken so many times in this space that we wanted to 
do everything we could to gain trust from the outset of the
project.

To that extent...we will NOT have any token backed by any 
liquidity pool that can be manipulated and drained and in 
any way used to take funds from our investors.We also 
opted not to build out a dAPP that can be exploited and 
hacked, ensuring as much security for our investors as we 
can possibly offer.

KYC
Although one of the team is fully doxxed, We will be 
conducting a KYC with a third party.

Audit

Multi-sig

Since we are using some simple smart contracts for parts of 
this project they will absolutely be audited by a third party 
to ensure there are no vulnerabilities.

All funds are protected with a 2 of 4 multi-sig gnosis wallet 
which is listed on our website.
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The goal for this project is to create a business model that
allows you to invest for your future self.  We want NFTs from
our collection to one day represent your child’s college 
tuition or part of your retirement plan. 

Initially, the rising floor price, through the deflationary
mechanism and the addition of assets backing the value
of the NFTs and the art roadmap will be the main utility. 

Long term however, ValiBots gives you exposure to 
validator nodes which are an expensive and oftentimes 
complicated investment for any one individual. Over time
holders will gain access to the appreciation of the assets
and the rewards they generate.  

We aren’t going to say you will earn 100,000% in a few 
months or a year, but with our plan you have the ability to 
grow your investment for as long as the block chain is 
in existence. ValiBot NFTs will be premier assets to hold in 
the future of DeFi and Crypto and we will continue to add 
utility and value far beyond the validators! 

Welcome to
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ValiBots makes NO guarantee of profit. When you purchase
an NFT you understand that you are surrendering USDC for
an amazing piece of art with many utilities. 

Initially, we will do what we can to move the floor price 
through deflation and the addition of assets which will 
generate rewards down the road. When we get to the point of 
rewards distribution, we’ll ensure we are fully compliant with 
any mechanisms by which holders will be able to legally 
obtain those rewards.

You should only surrender crypto you are willing to lose 
without the assumption of making a profit - you can lose all 
or part of your surrendered amount. 

Please make sure YOU decide the maximum amount of USDC 
acceptable to be surendered based on your risk tolerance.
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